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Dear Customer,

Thank you for having purchased a Guidosimplex device

As with all of our products, this device, was designed and created

respecting the highest possible levels of quality and safety standards.

All Guidosimplex products are manufactured from the best materials

available on today’s market, this means that when you buy a

Guidosimplex product you buy quality and reliability, which results in

less maintenance.

Guidosimplex products coexist in perfect harmony in parallel with the

original commands and design of the vehicle and conventional

driving can be restored on command.

This device is capable of fulfilling all needs as per design as long as

a correct usage is performed.

Therefore we advise you to

consult the below reported user

guide prior to using the device.



A small round Key Pad, positioned on the right hand side of the
steering wheel, near to the windscreen wiper lever, which allows
you to activate headlights, indicators and horn without having to
release your hold on the steering wheel. To enable night vision
the device comes with fluorescent keys. This device coexists in
perfect harmony with the original secondary controls of the
vehicle

KEy PAD

A - LEFT TURN SIGNAL
B - FLASHING or HIGH /LOW BEAM SELECTOR
C - RIGHT TURN SIGNAL
D - HORN
E - LIGHT SWITCH
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An on/off switch     is positioned on the vehicle, in an easy to
reach position.

DEviCE ACtivAtion 
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There are Two basic and easy sTeps To follow in order To acTivaTe This

device:

TUrn The enGine on

TUrn The device on swiTch (a) seT To on (1)
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In the case of malfunctioning or any other problem

related to the device in question please contact the

nearest authorised Guidosimplex Dealer.
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This user guide was printed by Guidosimplex s.r.l. and cannot

be considered a valid warranty document. Guidosimplex

reserves the right to update without notice the document in

question.
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